INDIANA Plywood Industries
Company Profile

Background
Established in the year 1996, INDIANA PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES is one of the most trusted
organizations in the Plywood industry; engaged in manufacturing and supplying a broad
selection of optimum quality Calibrated Plywood, Block Boards and Decoratives.
Our products are manufactured from selected high quality raw material in full adherence to the
industry approved guidelines and norms. Our catalogue includes Calibrated Marine Plywood,
Prelam Plywood, Burmese Gurjan Plywood, Russian Birch Plywood, Flexi Plywood, Veneers,
Decoratives, Deck flooring, Container flooring, Flush doors and Block Board. Owing to our
strict QC measures and zeal to excel, our products are exported extensively across seven
countries and are in high demand for their unparalleled quality and optimum finishing
standards. To cater to the varied needs and demands of our valuable clients, we offer our
products in several specifications.
At Indiana, we have a modern, state-of-the-art development facility which comprises of latest
machinery and tools which enable seamless execution with increased efficiency and timely
delivery of bulk orders of any size. Our core team consists of highly skilled and experienced
professionals and their relentless effort helps ensure the smooth finishing of our products and
gain immense appreciation from our client base.
The company’s core-competency is founded on two pillar-stones: ‘Credibility’ and ‘Product
Expertise’, which have been inherited from the founder chairman of the company - Late Shri
Sagarmal ji Lalwani. He headed the company with an unmatched fervor for more than 45
years and it is due to his passion and philosophies, currently the third generation is
committed to excel in this field, taking forward and expanding the legacy left behind by him.

Our Product Catalogue:
Calibrated Plywood
These types of plywood have uniform thickness and a very smooth top surface which is
achieved by calibrating it in modern high end imported machines.
Advantages:
•

Uniform thickness all around the ply makes it ideal panel product for use by
mechanized automated furniture Manufacturers who are growing by the day.

•

Has absolutely smooth surface so an
excellent item for post lamination and
post forming for making furniture,
insert and modular furniture.

•

This is the right tolerance required for
the doors to be fitted in the aluminum
panels

•

The surface of the ply becomes
smoother and more even. This enables uniform spreading of the glue thereby ensuring
good bonding which helps in avoiding the unevenness of the plywood showing on the
decorative material.

Our comprehensive range of calibrated plywood includes:
•

BWP Calibrated Plywood

•

BWR Calibrated Plywood

•

Zero Tolerance Plywood

•

Specialty grade calibrated plywood for high gloss surfaces.

Prelam Plywood
Indiana Prelam Plywood is manufactured by infusing high
quality Japanese Melamine paper on zero tolerance
Calibrated Plywood. This product is manufactured in
BWP & MR categories. This product is available in 6mm,
16mm, 18mm and 24mm thickness.
This product is available in frosty white and hazel
cambric colors, other colors can be produced on request.

Advantages of this product are as follows
•

Economies of scale

•

Up to 60% time saving for carcass production

•

No core gaps and overlaps hence better finishing

Birch Plywood
We offer birch plywood from Russia, Estonia and Finland, which is known for
its warm light color, excellent strength and durability.
The surface of birch plywood is free of gaps and other defects which gives it impact
resistance, smooth surface, great screw holding power and can therefore be used for
building, construction, vehicle industry and other industries where special strength of a
material is required. Due to not having almost any defects, birch plywood has an attractive
side profile, which makes it highly decorative and can therefore be used to build furniture.
Grain may run in either direction on the face of the sheet.

Field of application
Since being a high-quality product almost without any defects birch plywood is an excellent
material for furniture. Furniture manufacturers even design their projects so that birch
plywood’s beautiful layers would be seen as a decorative feature of natural wood. Birch
plywood is also used in construction.
Other areas of usage are in building cabinets, book cases, table tops, drawer sides and
bottoms, skateboards, bed desks, toys, packaging, floors for sport arenas etc.
Birch Plywood is available for flat lamination, die cutting, musical instrument industry, toy
industry and specialty grade kindergarten furniture.

Available Thickness: 04mm to till 50mm

Available Sizes: 2440 / 1220 mm , 1525 / 1525 mm
Available Grade: B/BB and BB/BB WBP Phenolic

Specification
(According to TU 5512-001-44769167-02)

1525×1525, 2500×1250, 1500×3000, 2440 х 1220, 1220 х
Dimensions, mm

2440.

Thickness, mm

6, 8, 9,12, 15, 16 ,18, 21, upto 50mm.

Grade of face veneer

В, S, ВВ, СР, C

Number of plies

from 3 up to 25 (depending on thickness)
sanded two sides S2, sanded one side S1 (except C

Surface quality

Grade)

Formaldehyde emission class E1 (up to 8 mg per 100 g of bone-dry plywood)

MR (moisture resistant) or WBP (weather and boilproof)
Water resistance

marked

Moisture content

5-12 %

Ultimate shearing strength 1.5 MPA

DIN 68705-3 (WBP only), EN 13986, EN 636-3,Russian
Certification

standard GOST, Russian hygienic certificate

Burmese Gurjan Plywood
INDIANA Burmese Gurjan plywood is one of the best plywood suited for Indian conditions. It is a
premium product with a face veneer thickness of 1 mm. It is manufactured with utmost care in
the supervision of technical experts with well selected pieces of core and face veneers. These
are bonded with Phenol Formaldehyde BWP grade resin under high temperature and pressure.
Furthermore, the finished plywood is subjected to proper treatment with water-soluble fixed type
preservatives under vacuum pressure to ensure protection against wood destroying organisms
and to make the product insect, borer, termite and fungi free. This is manufactured according to
the British Standards BS-6566 and BS-1089.

Alternate Plywood
We manufacture plywood made of combination
layers of eucalyptus & poplar in MUF - IS 303 &
PF - IS 710 grades. This results in better bonding,
better nailing results and better finish.
Extra layer combinations in core are also possible on
specific orders.

Packing Grade Plywood
We manufacture packing grade plywood in all thicknesses
and sizes. Special demands like e1 glue and e0 glue
can also be fulfilled for the industries which are
emission conscious.

Flexible Plywood
INDIANA FLEXI plywood is manufactured by using selected
high quality keruing core veneers.
Keruing is the best timber available for manufacturing flexi plywood.
Our flexi plywood can be easily bent in a radius of 25mm and
is bendable in both the direction.

Pre - Veneered Plywood
We manufacture pre-veneered plywood which is veneer
pressed on 18mm plywood as group match and
mix match ready to use.
The biggest advantage of this product is that it is
more economic than the conventional approach
and has quicker application.

Veneered & Decorative Plywood
INDIANA Natural Veneers conforms to IS 1328 and our
veneers are made of 100% natural species like burma teak,
ash, anigre, beech, mahogany etc. We have an in‐house
smoking plant that can manufacture all types of smoke,
veneer and burls. These are ideal for inserts in panel doors
and windows in domestic as well as office interiors.
Available in group match, INDIANA Natural Veneers are
CE certified, eco‐friendly, and confirms to E1 standards of
emission as per ENV 717/1.

Block-Board
INDIANA block boards are made in moisture resistant & boiling water resistant grade. The
wooden battens are seasoned in scientifically run seasoning kiln plants and then get uniform
with the four sider precision plainer to obtain the uniform thickness of battens.
These battens are systematically arranged and extra care is
taken to avoid any gap between the battens.
Regular tests are conducted to maintain the quality of block boards
as per relevant standards.

Application:
Furniture and partition, panels, beaded doors, interiors of portable houses, bins and racks.
Thickness:
19mm and 25mm.

Flush Door
INDIANA offers a wide range of premium borer-proof doors
made by mechanized manufacturing process, which offers
uniform thickness without undulation, warping or
bending and a smooth surface for laminations. It offers
dimensional accuracy and stability in varying humidity and
has a high screw holding capacity, high shock and
buckling resistance. Available in three varieties, one-side
decorative, both side decorative and non-decorative.

Wooden Flooring
INDIANA offers wooden flooring in all three formats that is LAMINATED, ENGINEERED and
SOLID WOOD DECK FLOORING. We also offer complete
installation services by our team of experts. Our laminated
flooring comes from Europe and is AC3 and AC4 Grade.
Solid deck flooring is available in timbers like JAVA Teak,
Tamarind and Ipe. Deck Flooring is commonly used as
outdoor flooring areas such as terraces, balconies,
swimming pools and many more. These deck flooring are
known for their easy installation, easy removal, abrasion resistant, can withstand extreme
weather conditions, durability and wear and tear resistance.
Some of its features includes:
•

Optimum strength

•

Fire retardant

•

Fine finish

Stone Veneer
Natural stone veneer is made from real stone that is either
collected, i.e. fieldstone, or quarried. The stone is cut to a
consistent thickness and weight for use as a veneer.
This stone is often called thin stone veneer.
Manufactured stone veneer is a decorative building material
manufactured to replicate the look of natural stone. It has a
widespread application in hotel interiors, bar counters and
as wall highlighters.

Designer Wave Board and Grills
INDIANA Wave Boards and Grills are manufactured by using high quality Russian Birch
Plywood & HDF panels rather than the conventional MDF. INDIANA wave boards and grills are
extensively used in homes, offices and other commercial places for interior designing
applications as wall panels and partition panels.
Some of its features includes:
•

High strength

•

Non distortion

•

High stiffness

•

Water resistance

External & Internal Cladding
INDIANA wall claddings are made up of natural stones
which provide a very rich elegant look to the facade of a
building. INDIANA wall claddings are often
used in building framework, owing to its ease of workability,
strength and durability.
The offered Exterior Wood Wall Cladding is largely
regarded for its high anisotropic properties that are very
useful in strengthening a building.

OSB Plywood
OSB structural panels possess inherent strength and stiffness. They resist bending or
deflection, racking or shape distortion and impact damage.
Because of their split resistance, wood structural panels
possess excellent fastener-holding properties and can be
nailed very near panel edges. For most applications,
stiffness is one of the biggest benefits of wood structural
panels. Excellent stiffness is measured as resistance to
deflection under uniform and concentrated loads and to
forces that would tend to distort the panel from its
rectangular shape in the panel plane, a process known as
racking. This stiffness often permits wood structural panels to be used with no additional
bracing by other materials. Wood structural panels are perfect for heavy-duty applications
common in industrial uses. The strength and stiffness of structural wood panels are based on
the grain direction in the layers of wood, the species of the wood, the bond classification and
the manufacturing process.

Contact Details

Head Office:

Mumbai Office:

VIAJYSHREE ENTERPRISES

INDIANA ENTERPRISES

Indiana House, 337 , PU – 4

Indiana House, 7 Vishnav Villa

Scheme 54, AB Road

Western Express Highway

Indore – 452010

Thakur Complex, Kandivali East

Madhya Pradesh, India

Mumbai – 400101, India

Ph:- +91 731 4046470 / 4060445

Ph:- +91 - 22 - 28700464 / 28700465

vijayshreeindore@gmail.com

indianaplywood@gmail.com

